
Shield & Protect is shipped R.T.U.**, no mixing required. 

Easily apply S.O.L.O. with a GU recommended sprayer for 

coverage of 250-800 sq. ft. per gallon and spread with GU 

recommended roller. Indoor use maintenance: simply 

damp mop, auto scrub, and periodically burnish using 

Green Umbrella Health Sentinel Life Cycle™ maintenance 

system treatments. 

EASY TO INSTALL - SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN

20 minute dwell time
Short dry time  
3 hour to traffic & abrasive cut 

S.O.L.O.1 applications and R.T.U.2 treat-
ment 
Eliminate multiple applications needed 
from similar products
Alternative laborious flooring solutions 

VERSATILE ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS

Epoxy alternative & optional product reduc-

tion

Extends life cycle of concrete

No VOC 

Green Umbrella® Shield & Protect™ is an industrial grade, 
surface and subsurface protectant that penetrates concrete, 
chemically bonding to produce a uniquely protected wear 

surface.  Treated concrete is dust-proof, harder, denser, and excep-
tionally resistant to the damaging effects of water and salt with up to 91% chloride prevention. Shield & Protect 
is specifically engineered to preserve @EarlyAge concrete and prevent degradation due to common enemies 
such as de-icer and freeze/thaw cycles, significantly increasing concrete life-cycle. The Shield & Protect environ-
mentally friendly formulation does not require rinsing 
and removal, saving considerable time and money, 
eliminating hazardous waste disposal issues while 
providing lasting protection that dramatically reduces 
your company's impact on the environment.

CUT DOWNTIME

CUT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

CUT LABOR

RESISTING SALT & PREVENTING
CORROSIVE BREAKDOWN

55/DRUM 275/TOTE5/PAIL

PACKAGING

Ideal for interior or exterior, vertical or horizontal 

concrete, precast or cementitious surfaces. Demanding 

Applications, warehouse/distribution centers, food service, 

parking decks, garages, hospitals, or similar,  retail spaces 

& showrooms, restaurants, business offices, lobby areas, 

museums, municipalities, airports, hospitals, schools, 

fire-stations, or most concrete surfaces.

CUTSHEET

844.200.7336
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1Spray-On, Leave-On 2Ready-To-Use  

SUBSURFACE / WATER RESISTANT HARDENER/ SALT RESISTANT SEALER

SHIELD&PROTECT
®


